


La Manufacture Parfums is a fragrance house where the notions of

heritage and passion are united under the aegis of a common interest

of rare materials handpicked by expert noses.

The Manufacture Parfums pays tribute to the French way of life, to

beauty, exception and craftsmanship.

Its creations, inspired by architectural heritage places, embody the

encounter of two exciting worlds, architecture and fragrances.

La Manufacture knows better than anyone else how to bottle the

fascinating atmosphere of historic places and the emotions felt in places

steeped in history.

A work of creators that offers with brilliance and modernity fragrances

renowned for their elegance, authenticity and delicacy.

The Origins



Creations that source their origin around fundamental values.

AUTHENTICITY

the craftsmen’s work; perfumers;  glass blowers…

NATURALITY

an important percentage of natural raw  materials

ELEGANCE

chic and refined fragrances, to reflect the  French elegance and savoir-vivre

SINCERITY

products made in France

SOBRIETY

luxury within simplicity, from creating  the perfumes to designing the product

Values & Dna



Refinement

Dream

Authenticity

Character

Heritage

Noble

Unique



« Perfume is alive. It is made of

encounters with “people” of heart,

for whom the words passion and

expectations have a real sense.

La Manufacture Parfums was

born from love at first sight with

the heritage, its stones, sacred places,

landmarks, substances, craftsmen,

and perfumers.

Perfume becomes beautiful when the

mind, the nose, hands and heart work

all together. »



Collections

Collection Essences
RRP = 95€

Opus Matières
RRP = 129€



Collection Essences

Noble Rare

Impatiente Précieuse

EDP 100ml - RRP : 95€



Caumont Private Hotel - Aix en Provence

Noble
Strolling throughout the private

apartments and reception halls of this

Aix en Provence private mansion,

leads to finding the aristocratic spirit

of the XVIIth century. Noble pays a

tribute to this place’s nobility with a

fresh and sober fragrance.

Noble, the spirit of a place where

everything is refinement.

“Create an explosive  clash 
between spices  and citrus.”

Carla Chabert, perfumer

Mandarin

Cardamom

Musk



Moret sur Loing Donjon - Fontainebleau

Rare
Under an intense sun in the middle

of summer, I was looking for some

freshness behind the thick walls of

this Middle Age donjon. I wanted a

spray of vivid and natural freshness

to immortalize this rare moment.

Rare, the souvenir of a unique 

moment.

“A note of smoked  leather 
specific to  Haitian vetiver 

darkens  the green.”
Carla Chabert, perfumer

Bergamot

Basil

Vetiver



Bastide of Neïsson - Seillans Provence

Précieuse
Remembrance of a passionate

inebriation of the Vicomtesse de

Savigny who distilled flowers in the

shade of her Bastide. Précieuse is a

tribute to this free and resourceful

woman of the XIXth century, also

known as the « Queen of Flowers».

Précieuse, with its silky envelope

that drops a heart of softness on the

skin, was born around her orange

trees.

Précieuse, a tribute to an exceptional  

woman.

“I sculpted this perfume  like 
a child’s dream.”

Anne-Sophie Behaghel, perfumer

Orange blossom

Neroli

Musk



Bourron Marlotte Castle - Fontainebleau

Impatiente
Experience a new Spring, looking at

the Park’s harmony, and feel the

morning dew. The nose is diverted

by the crispy green of the impatient

nature. A moment of peace in these

formal gardens, where we enjoy

dreaming of encounters with

courtiers of the Sun King.

Impatiente, reverie in the middle of 

the French gardens.

“I created this perfume  like 
a life sap.”

Karine Dubreuil-Sereni, perfumer

Grapefruit 

Marigold flower

Vetiver



Cashmere

BôHaras

Admirabilis

Rêve Ottoman

Cuir Éternel

Symphonie

Opus Matières
EDP 100ml - RRP: 129€

Suède Elixir
NEW

Bois de Feu
NEW



Champ de Bataille Castle - Normandie

Cashmere
When world-renowned interior designer

Jacques Garcia renovated the Champ de

Bataille castle, the result was dazzling. The

property came back to life with an

atmosphere, a decor sticking to its values.

So, on a cold winter day, near a stone

fireplace, a sweat treat spontaneously took

place in the former stables. Wrapped in a

pashmina, between leather and corduroy,

Cashmere was born.

Cashmere, the soul of a place between 

leather and velvet.

“Contrast is this  perfume’s 
hub.”

Carla Chabert, perfumer

Bergamot

Amber

Guaiac wood



Abbey of Fontfroide – South of France

Admirabilis
An emotion of serenity and beauty

emerges from the Abbey of Fontfroide,

outstanding place, both amazing and

mysterious. This Cistercian abbey invites

us on a journey back in time, along its

walls and stone vaults. In this place full of

character resonates this sacred perfume

composed of balms and hot resins.

Admirabilis, a mysterious and addictive  

breath.

“I composed this  fragrance 
like a  chiaroscuro.”.”

Nathalie Koobus, perfumer

Elemi

Amber

Incense



Selman Stud Farm - Marrakesh

BôHaras
The wind of sand comes knocking

on the wooden door of the Selman

stud farm. The singular and majestic

body of the Arabian Thoroughbreds

responds to a fragrance of character

with the burning scent of leather,

wood and amber. Nestled in the

heart of the most beautiful stable of

the Kingdom of Morocco, BôHaras is

inspired by this majestic place full of

elegance.

BôHaras, a duel of character between  

man and animal.

“The harmonious  union of 
substances of  character.”
Nicolas Bonneville, perfumer

Cardamom

Leather

Amber



Dolmabahçe Palace - Istanbul

Rêve Ottoman
We begin to imagine Sultan Abdulmecid

wandering in his Dolmabahçe Palace on

the banks of the Bosphorus. A palace with

a thousand treasures where hidden

corridors, stolen stairs, secret fountains are

the witnesses of the Orient’s intrigues.

From this dream come the spellbinding

notes of the Orient. Rêve Ottoman is

sensual and addictive, exhaling its

sovereign aroma of Amber, Arabian Rose,

and Saffron.

Rêve Ottoman, unexpected meeting  with 

the mystery of the East.

“I modeled this  fragrance 
around the Rose of Turkey,  

acting like a spine.”
Carla Chabert, perfumer

Saffron

Rose

Sandalwood



Khân el Khalili Souk – Cairo

Cuir Éternel
Walk around the most ancient souk in Cairo,
La Victorieuse. Under the vaulted arcades,
traders and curious people hurry up to find
Oriental treasures, marveled by these
endless arrows. Inspired by the frenzy of the
place, Cuir Éternel invites to an olfactory
travel full of colors.

Cuir Éternel, an escape at the heart of an 
ancient market, full of spicy scents.

“An olfactory experience 
between light and shadow.”

Karine Dubreuil, perfumer

Violet Leaves

Leather

Cedar



Symphonie
The lights turned off, the curtain goes up
and the first notes are ringing out. To the
architectural majesty of the Muscat opera
respond the orchestra melody and its
tenors’ lyricism. From this harmony arises
Symphonie, a sensual and intense
fragrance. With its woody notes and
incense, the audience escapes from time.

Symphonie, immersion in the intimate
atmosphere of the Royal Opera House 

where singers and dancers become one. 

Royal Opera House of Muscat - Oman

Karine Dubreuil, perfumer

Incense
Cardamom

White Amber

“The perfect combination of 
woody notes and incense. “



Golden temple in Amritsar - India

Suède Elixir
Build within a spiritual site stands the most
majestic temple: The Golden Temple. Surrounded
by a sacred lake, a magnificent marble bridge is the
unique access to the shrine, like an enchanted
passage filled with leathery aroma. Contemplation
of this edifice covered with fine gold reflects the
warmness of the sun and the sparkle of the shining
temple. Suède Elixir is an ode to a warm memory
within its walls, brushing the delicate water
around.

Contemplation of this spiritual place marbled with 
gold reflecting the glow and warmth of the sun. 

“A leathery fragrance 
created to bring warmness”

Cinnamon bark

Ciste

Leather



The Rookery Hotel in London – United Kingdom

Bois de Feu
At the end of a dark passage, a hotel made from
bricks with some walls painted in black. Behind the
door, the atmosphere seems mysterious. The room
is lighting up by a crackling open fire spreading out
a sweet smell of wood. The antique furniture’s
shadows are dancing on the walls. Bois de Feu is a
fragrance that gives the wood a majestic and
comforting aroma.

Lying by the fireside, at the pace of the wood 
cracklings. 

“A comforting and vivid 
fireplace.”

Olibanum

Ginger

Papyrus



Visuals



Visuals



Visuals



Posm

Slate plates for testers (2x4 references)

+ perfumed ceramics

2ml samples Leaflet Blotter Discovery Set Candle 30gr



EUROPE :

France, Benelux, Czech Republic, Estonia, Italy, Spain, 

Switzerland, Ukraine, Italy, Ukraine

MIDDLE-EAST

Iran, Saudi Arabia, UAE

ASIA

China, Taïwan

Distribution



E-shop
http://parfumslamanufacture.com/

http://parfumslamanufacture.com/


Saleable

2ml sample Leaflet Blotter

Collection Essences

RRP : 95€
Opus Matières

RRP : 129€

Posm

Slate plates for testers (2x4 references)

+ perfumed ceramics

Marketing Calendar

New launches SymphonieCuir Eternel Bois de Feu
2021

Suède Elixir

Discovery set Candle 30gr




